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After graduating from the University of Reading in 1991 with an honours

degree in economics and accounting, Jason began his career at

Coopers & Lybrand Deloitte. During his 28-year career, Jason has held
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Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW). Jason has

also been voted "Corporate Banker of the Year" on a number of

occasions at the Insider Dealmaker Awards.

In Summary

• The UK government has been committed in its support of the economy through the unprecedented

volatility posed by Covid-19, cushioning the blow to both businesses and jobs.

• The UK economy is set to enter an official recession in Q2 2020, with the IMF forecasting that a return to

growth will not emerge until at least 2021, however, this is very much predicated upon the agreement of

an ongoing trade relationship with the EU at the end of the Brexit withdrawal period.

• Government support schemes such as the Job Retention Scheme, Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan

Scheme (“CBILS”) and Bounce Back Loan Scheme (“BBLS”) have been well utilised, although there are

concerns around the support for funding requirements that will arise in the latter part of 2020, when the

schemes are set to end.

• The scaling back of the existing Covid-19 related support packages is likely to give rise to additional

liquidity requirements in H2 2020, as companies contend with sales and working capital fluctuations.

• Central banks across the world have moved quickly to support their respective economies, with the Bank

of England (“BoE”) moving to issue some £745bn through quantitative easing and issuing over £16bn in

commercial paper via the Covid-19 Corporate Financing Facility scheme.

• Recent months have seen the annual growth in lending to both SMEs and large businesses rise

significantly, despite immediate concerns around the potentially ‘stranded’ mid-market.

• As mainstream lenders have been occupied by the demand for government-backed debt, the

alternative market has further established its status as a critical component of the debt spectrum by

servicing the more complex credits.

• Although the UK private debt market has proliferated in a c.10-year upcycle, lenders have raised records

amounts of capital and they will be keen to deploy this in the current market, seeking to evidence to

investors that good returns are possible through all stages of the economic cycle. Although, funders will

need to understand the Covid-19 impact on the underlying credit.

• Q1 2020 M&A market activity had been relatively buoyant, with the full effects of Covid-19 not felt until

the later part of the quarter, at which point deal activity fell amidst the growing uncertainty.

• The effects of Covid-19 on M&A activity over the rest of 2020 is likely to be significant, although

compelling opportunities for investments with a medium and long-term horizon still exist.
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Economic Overview

• The UK economy is experiencing a significant Covid-19

induced downturn, with GDP shrinking by 2.2% in Q1

2020, the fastest fall since the 2008 financial crisis and

the largest quarterly deterioration since 1979.

• In the month of April, UK GDP shrank by a record 20.4%

as the UK showed the significant economic effects of

Covid-19 following the UK-wide ‘lockdown’.

• The UK’s package of support including CBILS and the

Job Retention Scheme has provided c.£70bn of vital

funds to businesses.

• Central banks have moved quickly to ensure that the

hit to economic activity is both controlled and short

lived, with the BoE pledging £745bn in liquidity via

quantitative easing (“QE”).

• Despite heavy government support, the labour market

is facing significant distress, which could see an

unemployment rate average of 8.6% later this year.

• In recent stress tests, the BoE used a scenario of 9%

unemployment and GDP contraction of 14%,

concluding that the banking system could cope in

such an environment.

2020 Economic Outlook

• Borrowing for 2020 is expected to reach the highest

proportion of GDP in peacetime, at 15.2%, even larger

than that seen during the global financial crisis in

2008-9 when borrowing reached 10.2% of GDP.

• Although forecasts vary, the IMF expects the UK

economy to shrink in 2020, with a return to growth

expected in 2021 as lockdown restrictions are lifted.

• BoE governor Andrew Bailey has placed negative

interest rates under “active review”, a sign that the

possibility that this could take place for the first time in

the 325-year history of the institution.

• The UK government has announced their intention to

build out of the recession, with an additional £5bn

pledged for homes and infrastructure projects.

• Corporate distress as a result of Covid-19 business

support scheme curtailment could see a rise in non-

performing debt for banks, with some mainstream

banks facing an increase in loan losses of roughly 5x,

to 1% of outstanding loans this year.

• With inflation well below the BoE’s target, monetary

policy is likely to remain accommodative until at least

the end of 2021, with interest rates remaining low while

the BoE continues its programme of QE.

• In H2 2020, the scaling back of Covid-19 business

support schemes will require additional liquidity

solutions, with alternative lenders playing a vital role.
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subdued and accompanied 

by loose monetary policy. 

CBILS CLBILS BBLS

Value of 

approved 

facilities

£11.9bn £2.7bn £31.7bn

No. of 

approved 

facilities

54,538 412 1.0m

Total no. of 

applications 109,235 809 1.3m

9.4m

UK Support Scheme Statistics*

Cumulative amount of VAT 

deferred by businesses*£27.5bn

Source: GOV.UK 

Source: IMF
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Lending Overview

• As a result of the significant level of government

lending support, UK company liquidations have

been tempered, with the c.£50bn in government-

backed loans helping to reduce the strain.

• In May, loans to SMEs rose by 11.8% on a month-

on-month basis, driven by the introduction of BBLS.

• Corporates borrowed an extra £7.4 billion from

banks in May, as well as raising £3.5 billion from

financial markets.

• Lender pipelines that had built up to March 2020

quickly ground to a halt and were replaced by

corporates in sectors with more urgent liquidity

requirements in the midst of the pandemic.

• The wider effect of the pandemic on covenants is

likely to cause a shift in the lending market, with

debt providers increasingly cautious of the

existence of ‘fallen angels’ within their portfolios.

• As the UK economy reanimates, the strain on

working capital increases and the need to

recapitalise balance sheets arises, businesses will

require additional liquidity and the vital support of

lenders to help to bridge the gap.

• Short term uncertainty will provide an array of

options to those with capital to deploy, and

therefore a rise in opportunistic debt-funds is

expected, given the current market dynamics.

• Lender appetite for corporate credit has become

increasingly polarised, in terms of both borrower

quality and sectoral focus.

• Increasing dialogue with funders on reforecasts,

covenant waivers and covenant resets are set to

continue for some time in light of the current

challenging trading environment.
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Alternative Lending Market in Focus

• As mainstream banks have been occupied by

government-backed debt schemes such as

CBILS, reliance on private debt funds to service

a significant portion of mid-market liquidity has

emerged, further bolstering their UK presence.

• In tandem with the higher level of demand,

private debt funds will be keen to show investors

that returns can be made through all stages of

an economic cycle, not just in an upturn.

• The terms being proposed by private debt funds

now are not too dissimilar to pre-Covid-19 terms,

and stronger credits are increasingly

approaching the market for support.

• Through gaining CBILS accreditation, challenger

or non-bank lenders have gained greater

attention, which may result in the accelerated

disruption of the domestic lending market.
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Valuation & Leverage Multiples

• Statistics for Q120 M&A show that valuations were

stable, buoyed by the availability of credit and an

energised M&A market with New Year optimism

and a seemingly more certain UK political outlook

at the start of the quarter.

• The effect of Covid-19 on valuations over the rest

of 2020 is likely to be significant, although the

current market dislocations could create

compelling opportunities for investments with a

medium and long-term horizon.

• Mid-market LBO leverage multiples are inherently

inflated but did reduce over the course of the last

quarter, with Debt/EBITDA multiples of 5.1x for

senior leverage and 5.4x for total leverage.

• Leverage multiples continue to drive price,

quantum and structure and while Covid-19 has

had an impact on these areas, the debt

landscape has evolved on a weekly basis and it is

best practice to speak with a specialist corporate

debt advisor to establish the latest position.

M&A & Credit Markets
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M&A Overview & Outlook

• Deal values maintained a robust profile in the first

quarter of the year, with Covid-19 affecting only

the latter period of the quarter’s performance.

• Recent data shows that trade multiples increased

from 9.5x to 10.1x, while PE multiples fluctuated

from 12.2x to 11.8x on a quarter on quarter

(“QoQ”) basis.

• The QoQ decline in the valuations of the FTSE All

Share from 13.9x to 10.7x EV/EBITDA reflects the

sharp contraction in the market at the end of the

quarter as the UK lockdown was imposed in

response to the Covid-19 pandemic.

• Acquirers and sellers have a limited historical basis

on which to act, therefore, global M&A activity is

likely to be more subdued in the near term.

• As mainstream banks’ attention is focused on

supporting corporate clients’ immediate cash

needs, M&A activity will be sustained by the

support of alternative funders. Approaching the

right funder pool is key.

• In periods of heightened quantitative easing, the

benefits are often reaped by larger, acquisitive

companies, who are able to utilise the additional

market liquidity to fuel both opportunistic and

strategic M&A strategies.

• Following the 2008 financial crash, shares of

active acquirers out-performed more deal-averse

players over a one, three and five-year horizon,

suggesting that those confident enough to

acquire in a crisis will reap the long-term benefits.

• UK listed businesses are likely to face reduced

competition from abroad as government

legislation to tighten rules on foreign takeovers

are enforced, therefore, a rise in domestic

businesses raising capital to support more local

activity may emerge.

• As distressed sales rise in prominence,

opportunities to perform part or whole

acquisitions at reduced valuations will increase,

leading to innovative deal structures where the

role of expert advisors will be of vital importance

to ensure optimal value realisation.

• Despite the initial rush to meet more immediate

liquidity needs, the scope of funding has now

changed, with longer-term strategic plays such as

acquisition financing returning to the forefront of

fundraising activity.
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Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a
global partnership of middle-market investment
banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With
over 200 professionals located in 26 offices
throughout the world, CFI members specialise in
cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital raising,
and related services. CFI was ranked number 16 in
Europe and 21 globally by Thomson Reuters for
transactions valued up to €200 million in 2019.

www.thecfigroup.com

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit Corporate Finance
(“Gambit”) is an independent corporate
finance firm specialising in advising private and
public organisations on mid-market transactions
in the UK and overseas. With offices in London
and Cardiff, Gambit is widely recognised as a
market leader in corporate finance advice
having built up detailed industry knowledge
and an enviable track record in deal origination
and execution.
www.gambitcf.com


